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Abstract
Flicker sensitivities (1–30 Hz) in foveal, photopic vision were measured as functions of stimulus area with and without strong
external white temporal noise. Stimuli were circular, sinusoidally flickering sharp-edged spots of variable diameters (0.25–4°) but
constant duration (2 s), surrounded by a uniform equiluminant field. The data was described with a model comprising (i) low-pass
filtering in the retina (R), with a modulation transfer function (MTF) of a form derived from responses of cones; (ii) normalisation
of the temporal luminance distribution by the average luminance; (iii) high-pass filtering by postreceptoral neural pathways (P),
with an MTF proportional to temporal frequency; (iv) addition of internal white neural noise (Ni); (v) integration over a spatial
window; and (vi) detection by a suboptimal temporal matched filter of efficiency h. In strong external noise, flicker sensitivity was
independent of spot area. Without external noise, sensitivity increased with the square root of stimulus area (Piper’s law) up to
a critical area (Ac), where it reaches a maximum level (Smax). Both Ac and h were monotonic functions of temporal frequency ( f ),
such that log Ac increased and log h decreased linearly with log f. Remarkably, the increase in spatial integration area and the
decrease in efficiency were just balanced, so Ac( f )h( f ) was invariant against f. Thus the bandpass characteristics of Smax( f )
directly reflected the composite effect of the distal filters R( f ) and P( f ). The temporal equivalent (Nit) of internal neural noise
(Ni) decreased in inverse proportion to spot area up to Ac and then stayed constant indicating that spatially homogeneous signals
and noise are integrated over the same area. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Foveal flicker sensitivity without external noise in-
creases with the size of small and intermediate homoge-
neous targets at all temporal frequencies
(Tulunay-Keesey, 1970; Noorlander, Heuts, & Koen-
derink, 1980; Roufs & Bouma, 1980; Raninen &
Rovamo, 1987). For larger targets, the area-sensitivity
function depends on temporal frequency (e.g. Kelly,
1959; Tulunay-Keesey, 1970) sensitivity to low-fre-
quency flicker increases as the stimulus is enlarged up
to a certain size, but beyond that sensitivity eventually
starts to decrease. For intermediate flicker frequencies,
the sensitivity increase saturates at a certain stimulus
area and then stays constant against further area in-
creases. Sensitivity to very high flicker frequencies in-
creases monotonically with target size.
We here report new experiments on the spatial inte-
gration of flicker information, using addition of exter-
nal temporal noise to generate data suitable for analysis
by our previously published model of foveal flicker
detection (Rovamo, Raninen, Lukkarinen, & Donner,
1996; Rovamo, Raninen, & Donner, 1999) based on
additive internal noise and a suboptimal ideal detector
(Peli, 1981; Peli & Farell, 1999). In our earlier experi-
ments, noise power and mean luminance were varied,
but stimulus size was held constant. The model gave a
good description of the data over the whole frequency
range (0.5–30 Hz) and more than 4 log units of mean
luminance studied (goodness of fit, 88–91%).
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Our general goal is to disentangle the factors at
different stages in the visual system that shape the
temporal contrast sensitivity functions (De Lange,
1952, 1958). Although the model is structured like a
simple image processor (see Fig. 1), a central concern
has been to define the stages in a physiologically trans-
parent way, consistent with the hierarchy of early visual
processing and with known retinal physiology. Our
experiments, therefore, give information that is not
narrowly limited to the particular types of stimuli used,
but is relevant to contrast detection in general.
Our previous studies have shown that the central
detector (for stimuli of fixed size and duration) is a
temporal matched filter with efficiency B1 (Rovamo et
al., 1996, 1999). We now assume that this ‘suboptimal
ideal detector’ has a limited spatial sampling window,
where efficiency decreases radially from the centre (cf.
our previously published model for spatial vision,
Rovamo, Luntinen, & Na¨sa¨nen, 1993). Our area-sensi-
tivity measurements give the size of the window as a
sharply defined integration area (Ac). We show that Ac
is an increasing function of temporal frequency. There
is an apparent ‘trade-off’ between this increase and the
decrease of efficiency with temporal frequency, so that
efficiency scaled by spatial integration (Ach) is constant
(for a stimulus of constant duration).
2. Modelling of flicker sensitivity
The purpose of our model is to unravel the processes
that together shape the overall performance of the real
visual system. Thus, our approach differs from recent
systems models primarily guided by formal parsimony
(von Wiegand, Hood, & Graham, 1995; Fredericksen &
Hess, 1998). We think there are facts about the hier-
archy of information procession, as well as some physi-
ological knowledge solid enough to be (tentatively)
incorporated as model assumptions. The model has the
basic structure of a simple image processor with early
filtering and gain controlling stages, injection of proxi-
mal noise, and a central suboptimal ideal detector. The
early processes are defined to be formally consistent
with known retinal physiology. In agreement with
Burgess (1990), our general modelling philosophy is to
modify the ideal observer so that it starts to behave like
the human visual system. For more detailed consider-
ation of the physiological attributions, the reader is
referred to Rovamo et al. (1996) and Rovamo et al.
(1999). Briefly, the main stages are (Fig. 1):
1. low-pass filtering of the temporal luminance con-
trast signal, including the external white temporal
noise (Nt), by the temporal modulation transfer
function (MTF) of the retina (R). The mathematical
form of the low-pass filter is chosen to be consistent
with phototransduction in rods and cones;
2. normalisation of the temporal luminance distribu-
tion, i.e. division by average luminance. This is
equivalent to Weber adaptation, which at high pho-
topic luminance levels is consistent with observed
gain changes (light-adaptation) in retinal cells
(Boynton & Whitten, 1970; Shapley & Enroth-
Cugell, 1984; Donner, Copenhagen & Reuter, 1990);
3. temporal high-pass filtering (P) by the postrecep-
toral neural pathways. The form of the MTF is
consistent with that produced by a subtractive sur-
round in the receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells
(Donner & Hemila¨, 1996). It is further worth noting
that P removes even the normalised average
luminance;
4. addition of white internal neural noise (Ni) in retinal
ganglion cells and proximally in the brain;
5. integration over a spatial window;
6. detection by a temporal matched filter in the brain.
The filter is a suboptimal ideal detector (hB1),
which in white noise produces the best possible
signal-to-noise ratio (Tanner & Birdsall, 1958).
In the earlier versions of the model (Rovamo et al.,
1996, 1999) step (ii) was implicitly assumed to take
place and is only made explicit here. Instead, step (v) is
a genuinely novel feature needed to incorporate the
effect of stimulus area on flicker sensitivity. This leads
to the introduction of spatiotemporal internal neural
noise Ni, while its spatially averaged temporal equiva-
lent Nit was used in Rovamo et al. (1996) and Rovamo
et al. (1999).
Fig. 1. Description of the human visual system as a simple temporal signal processing system. First a temporal visual signalnoise (Nt) is
low-pass filtered by the modulation transfer function (R) of the retina. Then comes normalisation by average luminance, high-pass filtering (P)
in the postreceptoral retina and subsequent neural pathways, addition of internal neural noise (Ni) and sampling by a spatial window before signal
detection takes place in the brain.
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2.1. Flicker sensiti6ity as a function of temporal
frequency at 6arious target areas
On the basis of the above model we have derived
(Rovamo et al., 1996) the following equation to de-
scribe rms flicker sensitivity (S), the inverse of
threshold contrast crms:
S( f )
[teh( f )]0.5
{d %[NitR2( f )P2( f )Nt ]0.5}
, (1)
where f is temporal frequency, te is exposure time
(constant 2 s in our experiments), h( f ) is the efficiency
of the detector, d % is detectability index, Nt is the
spectral density of external temporal additive white
noise calculated by Eq. (8). The value of d % is 1.4 in our
2AFC task estimating detection threshold at the proba-
bility level of 84% for correct responses (Hacker &
Ratcliff, 1979). Nit is the temporal equivalent of internal
neural noise described by Eq. (2). R( f ) [1 ( f:
fc)2]3 is the MTF of the retinal low-pass filter
(Rovamo et al., 1996), where fc is the temporal cut-off
frequency at which R has decreased to 0.125. P( f ) is
the MTF of postreceptoral neural visual pathways de-
scribed by Eq. (3).
To take into account the effect of spot area (A) on
flicker sensitivity, the spectral density of the temporal
equivalent (Nit) of spatiotemporal additive internal
white neural noise (Ni) is defined as
Nit
Ni(1A:Ac)
A
, (2)
where Ac( f ) is the critical area of spatial integration
(Rovamo et al., 1993). When AAc, Nit is equal to Ni
normalised by spot area A. When AAc, Nit is equal
to Ni normalised by the critical area of spatial integra-
tion. For the derivation of Eq. (2) see Appendix A.
The form of the temporal MTF of post-receptoral
neural transmission is consistent with the action of a
phase-lagged subtractive surround input in the recep-
tive fields of retinal ganglion cells. For spots that
stimulate the surround mechanism reasonably strongly
it is simply (Donner & Hemila¨, 1996):
P( f )af, (3)
where we scale a to unity (1 s) for simplicity (Rovamo
et al., 1996, 1999). In a general case, covering the full
range of stimulus sizes from point source to ganzfeld, P
itself is a function of area (Kelly, 1972; Donner &
Hemila¨, 1996). However, the range of areas we use here
is restricted in two senses: our smallest spot (diameter
0.25°) is still large enough to strongly stimulate the
antagonistic surrounding mechanism of most foveal
ganglion cells (see e.g. Perry, Oehler, & Cowey, 1984),
and our largest spot (diameter 4°) is still small enough
not to activate additional lateral antagonism in the
brain when the spot is surrounded by an equiluminant
steady field (cf. Kelly, 1959). Still, the assumed area-in-
dependence of P is of course an approximation, but the
assumption will prove justified by the good fit of the
model to the data.
When Nt0, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be combined to
SSmax

1
Ac
A
0.5
, (4)
where
Smax
R( f )P( f )[h( f )Ac( f )te]0.5
d %N i
0.5 . (5)
3. Methods
3.1. Apparatus
We have described the apparatus in detail previously
(Rovamo et al., 1996, 1999). Hence, only its principal
features are presented here. We generated flickering
spots under computer control on a 16 in. RGB monitor
with fast phosphor used in the white mode and driven
by a graphics board that generated 640480 pixels,
each 0.420.42 mm2 in size. At the frame rate of 60
Hz, the display appeared steady in foveal vision.
The average luminance of the display was set to 50
phot. cd:m2, corresponding to 130 scot. cd:m2. The
non-linear luminance response of the screen was lin-
earised by gamma correction. To produce a
monochrome signal of up to 256 intensity levels from a
monochrome palette of 16 384 intensity levels, the red,
green and blue outputs of the VGA board were com-
bined by means of a video summation device built
according to Peli and Zhang (1991).
3.2. Stimuli
We used sinusoidal flicker with or without added
white temporal noise. The flicker signal was confined to
a sharp-edged circular field with diameter varying be-
tween 0.5 and 8 cm. A black cardboard limited the
equiluminous surround to a circular area of 20 cm in
diameter. Viewing distance was 115 cm, at which the
five different target areas used were 0.0491, 0.196,
0.785, 3.14, and 12.6 deg2.
The temporal luminance waveform was produced for
the exposure duration of 2 s by changing the colour
look-up table of the graphics board during each vertical
retrace period of the display. Purely temporal, i.e.
spatially uniform, white noise was created by adding a
random number to the stimulus at each frame. The
numbers were drawn independently from a Gaussian
luminance distribution with zero mean and truncation
at 92.5 S.D.-units. The rms contrast of temporal noise
was determined by the S.D. of the Gaussian luminance
distribution.
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Fig. 2. (A and B) Flicker sensitivity as a function of stimulus area in
external temporal noise. The horizontal lines indicate the geometric
means of flicker sensitivity values for each subject at each temporal
frequency. The numbers on the left show the factors by which the
sensitivity values at each temporal frequency were multiplied to avoid
overlap. Subjects and goodness of fit in percentages are as indicated.
3.3. Procedures
Experiments were performed in a dark room where
the display was the only light source. Viewing was
monocular. To maximise retinal illuminance the pupil
was dilated to 8 mm with one to four drops of 10%
metaoxedrine hydrochloride, which left accommodation
unaffected. The average retinal illuminance produced
by our display was thus about 2500 phot. td. The
subject’s head was stabilised by a chin rest. The centre
of the stimulus field was fixated during the experiment.
A small black spot served as a guide.
Thresholds were determined by a two-alternative
forced-choice algorithm with four-correct-then-down:
one-wrong-then-up rule (see Mustonen, Rovamo, &
Na¨sa¨nen, 1993). Each trial consisted of two 2-s expo-
sures accompanied by a sound signal. Both exposures
contained different samples of temporal noise while one
exposure also contained the flicker signal. The subject
pressed one of two ordinary keys on a computer key-
board to indicate which of the two exposures contained
the signal. A sound signal following the response was
different depending on whether the response was incor-
rect or correct.
The threshold contrast corresponding to the proba-
bility of 0.84 correct was calculated as the arithmetic
mean of the last eight reversal contrasts (Wetherill &
Levitt, 1965). Every data point shown is based on the
geometric mean of at least three thresholds
measurements.
3.4. Subjects
Two experienced male subjects (A.R. aged 44 and
A.S. aged 26 years) participated in the experiments.
A.R. was an uncorrected hyperope and A.S. was a
corrected astigmatic myope. Both subjects were
emmetropes at the viewing distance of 115 cm. Their
visual acuity was at least 1.2. Tenets of the declaration
of Helsinki were followed, and informed consent was
obtained from both subjects before conducting the
experiments.
4. Results
In the experiments of Fig. 2 we measured flicker
sensitivity as a function of spot area in strong external
white temporal noise (cn0.15). Spot area varied from
0.0491 to 12.6 deg2 and temporal frequencies within
1–30 Hz. As Fig. 2 shows, flicker sensitivity was inde-
pendent of spot area at all temporal frequencies. Thus,
flicker sensitivity at each temporal frequency could be
described by the average across areas. The goodness of
fit based on rms error and calculated according to Eq.
(A.18) in Appendix A was 93–96% when individual
Contrast energies for flickering stimuli without noise
were calculated by numerical integration across time as
E%c2(t)Dt, (6)
where c(t) [L(t)LO]:LO, L(t) is the signal, LO is the
average luminance, and Dt is nominal (approximate)
duration of each temporal pixel, i.e. 1:60 s. The rms
contrast was then calculated as
crms
E
te
0.5
. (7)
Rms contrast is approximately equal to Michelson
contrast divided by 20.5 for simple sinusoidal flicker.
The spectral density of temporal noise for the tempo-
ral frequencies where noise is white was calculated
(Legge, Kersten, & Burgess, 1987) as
Ntcn2Dt, (8)
where cn is the rms contrast of noise, which was either
0 or 0.15. The spectral density of noise was thus either
0 or 3.75104 s.
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flicker sensitivity data at all areas and temporal fre-
quencies were pooled together.
In the experiments of Fig. 3 we again measured
flicker sensitivity as a function of spot area but now
without external noise (Nt0). Spot diameters and
temporal frequencies were as in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows
that flicker sensitivity now increased with spot area at
all temporal frequencies. However, the increase was
steeper and continued to larger areas at high than at
low temporal frequencies. Eq. (4) was fitted to the data
of both subjects together but separately at each tempo-
ral frequency. The goodness of fit was 92–96% when
individual flicker sensitivity data at all areas and tem-
poral frequencies were pooled together.
Fig. 4 plots the estimates of efficiency h (frame A),
critical area Ac (frame B), and the square root of their
product hAc (frame C) as functions of temporal fre-
quency f on logarithmic coordinates. In panel A, effi-
ciency data were calculated from the flicker sensitivities
of Fig. 2, averaged across areas and subjects at each
temporal frequency, by Eq. (1) under the assumption
that Nct is negligible. This is reasonable as sensitivity
Fig. 4. (A) Detection efficiency h plotted as a function of temporal
frequency. The solid line refers to the equation of least squares fitted
to data. (B) Critical area Ac as a function of temporal frequency. The
line refers to the equation of least squares fitted to the data. (C) The
value of (hAc)
0.5 as a function of temporal frequency. The horizontal
line indicates the geometric mean of (hAc)
0.5 values. Goodness of fit
in percentages is as indicated.
Fig. 3. (A and B) Flicker sensitivity for each subject without external
temporal noise as a function of stimulus area at various temporal
frequencies. The curves refer to least squares fits to the combined
data of both subjects at each temporal frequency. Other details as in
Fig. 2.
without noise in Fig. 3 is always at least three times
higher than the corresponding value measured with
noise in Fig. 2 (the only exceptions are the smallest
target area at 1 and 30 Hz). Log h is seen to decrease
approximately linearly with increasing log f, from
about 10% at 1 Hz to 1.5% at 30 Hz, in agreement with
our earlier results (Rovamo et al., 1996, 1999). Panel B
plots Ac( f ) calculated by fitting Eq. (4) to the data of
Fig. 3. Log Ac is seen to increase roughly linearly with
increasing log f, from about 0.3 deg2 at 1 Hz to 30 deg2
at 30 Hz.
Visual inspection of Fig. 4 A and B suggests that
changes in h and Ac ‘mirror’ each other rather precisely.
To study this, we plotted log(hAc)0.5 as function of log
f in panel C. Indeed, log(hAc)0.5 stays essentially con-
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stant, with a mean value of 0.216 across temporal
frequencies. This value is plotted as a horizontal line in
the figure. Its goodness of fit to the data is 95%. This
means that the decrease of h as a function of temporal
frequency is rather precisely compensated by the in-
crease of Ac. Thus, the decreases of h and A c1 have the
same slope. To determine the slope, we calculated their
geometrical average log(h:Ac)0.5 and fitted the line of
least squares to the values plotted against log f. The
slope was found to be 0.575. Thus, the slope of h is
0.575 while the slope of Ac is 0.575. This is further
supported by the fact that when the slopes of h and Ac
were determined separately, it was found that the expo-
nent magnitude of 0.575 fell within the 95% confidence
intervals of both.
The least squares equation fitted to the efficiency
data as function of f is under the constraint that the
slope on logarithmic coordinates, 0.575, was found
to be
h0.133f 0.575. (9)
In practice the constraint was obeyed by calculating
the geometric average of the efficiency estimates multi-
plied by f 0.575 across temporal frequencies. The good-
ness of the fit of Eq. (9) to the data was 98%.
The least squares equation fitted to the data of Ac,
under the constraint that the slope on logarithmic
coordinates is 0.575, was found to be
Ac0.336f 0.575. (10)
The goodness of fit was 92%.
In Fig. 5A, the estimates of Smax, obtained by fitting
Eq. (4) to the data of Fig. 3, are plotted against
temporal frequency on logarithmic coordinates. Smax
first increased with temporal frequency from about 100,
reaching a peak of about 300 at 5–10 Hz, and there-
after fell back to 100 at 30 Hz.
Eq. (5) was fitted to the estimates of Smax in the
following way: first the estimates of N i0.5R( f ) were
calculated from the estimates of Smax by Eqs. (3) and
(5) under the constraint that (hAc)0.50.216. The esti-
mates of N i0.5R( f ), shown in Fig. 5B, first decreased
slowly with increasing temporal frequency up to 5 Hz
but faster thereafter. The smooth curve was calculated
by fitting the product of N i0.5 and R( f ) [1 ( f:
fc)2]3 to the estimates. The MTF of the retinal low-
pass filter was found to be R( f ) [1 ( f:19.8)2]3
and Ni8.6106 deg2 s. The goodness of fit was
88%. The smooth curve in Fig. 5A was then calculated
by Eq. (5), reducing to Smax73.9f [1 ( f:19.8)2]3.
The goodness of fit was 88%.
Fig. 6 shows the flicker sensitivity functions for each
spot area separately, measured with and without noise,
for the two subjects. The ‘noise-free’ functions had a
band-pass shape with different absolute sensitivity lev-
els for all stimulus areas tested, while all the functions
measured in dominant temporal noise showed a shallow
monotonic decrease with temporal frequency and su-
perimposed for all stimulus areas. The continuous
curves and lines have been calculated by means of Eqs.
(1) and (2) fitted to the data, i.e. Ni8.6106 deg2 s;
Nt0 or 3.75104 s; h0.133f 0.575; R [1 ( f:
19.8)2]3; Ac0.336f 0.575. The goodness of fit was
89–92% for individual flicker sensitivity data at all
areas and temporal frequencies.
5. Discussion
As the area of a foveal flickering spot was increased,
sensitivity increased in proportion to the square-root of
area (Piper’s law) up to a limiting ‘critical area’ (Ac),
where it reached a final maximum level (Smax). In this
respect, the spatial integration of flicker information is
similar to that of incremental pulses (Barlow, 1958;
Hillmann, 1958; Davila & Geisler, 1991) as well as that
of stationary (Hoekstra, van der Goot, van den Brink,
Fig. 5. (A) Maximal sensitivity (Smax) without external noise as a
function of temporal frequency. (B) The modulation transfer function
of the retinal low-pass filter (R) multiplied by N i
0.5. The solid curves
refer to the equations of least squares fitted to data. Goodness of fit
in percentages is as indicated.
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Fig. 6. (A and B) Sensitivity data from Figs. 2 and 3 replotted as a
function of temporal frequency. The curves and lines refer to the fit
of the model to the data. The numbers on the right show the spot
areas studied. Other details as in Fig. 2.
On the other hand, log Ac increased linearly with log
f. The absolute value of the slope was the same as for
h( f ) but had the opposite sign, so that the decrease
was fully compensated by the increase of Ac( f ). One
consequence is that the band-pass dependence of
Smax( f ) on temporal frequency simply reflected
the composite effect of the distal filters R( f ) and
P( f ).
5.1. The cut-off frequency and the change in Ac
By our present method of calculation, the temporal
cut-off frequency of R was found to be 19.8 Hz, which
is 20–30% lower than the values we have previously
reported at the same illumination level: 29 Hz (Rovamo
et al., 1996) or 24.3 Hz (Rovamo et al., 1999) for spot
areas 2.2 and 4.9 deg2, respectively. This is not a ‘real’
difference of the experimental data, only one of mod-
elling. In the present work, we explicitly factored out
the increase of Ac with increasing temporal frequency,
which in the earlier studies was included in the proper-
ties of the filter R and thus improved its high-frequency
response. Technically, we have here calculated
N i0.5R (d %SmaxP1):(tehAc)0.5 whereas in the earlier
works, we calculated N it0.5R (d %SP1):(teh)0.5. If
N it0.5R is transformed to N0.5R, the cut-off frequen-
cies in the data of Rovamo et al. (1996) and Rovamo et
al. (1999) drop to 19.8 and 18.3 Hz in good agreement
with the present value.
It is not a priori evident which calculation is appro-
priate when comparing the low-pass filter R with phys-
iologically recorded properties of specific neural
processing stages, e.g. particular cell populations in the
retina. On the contrary, a comparison with known
properties of retinal cells can in principle provide infor-
mation about where in the visual system the frequency-
dependence of Ac arises. If the higher estimates, where
Ac( f ) was included in the properties of R( f ), agreed
best with the MTF of the retinal output, this would
suggest that the changes in Ac( f ) occur predominantly
in the retina. If, on the other hand, the (present) lower
estimate is in better agreement, this suggests that the
changes occur mainly in the brain.
For quantitative data on the temporal properties of
primate retinal ganglion cells at comparable illumina-
tion levels, we turn to Table 1 of Purpura, Tranchina,
Kaplan, & Shapley (1990). The times-to-peak of the
apparent impulse response of macaque ganglion cells at
the highest luminance level average 43.292.4 ms for
the five P-cells and 34.291.5 ms for the 3 M-cells [the
highest luminance level varied between cells, but prior
to averaging we normalised each to 2500 human phot
td, assuming that 1 monkey td1.4 human td (Virsu &
Lee, 1983) and that retinal responses accelerate in pro-
portion to the power 0.145 of mean luminance (Don-
ner, Koskelainen, Djupsund, & Hemila¨, 1995; Donner,
& Bilsen, 1974; Rovamo et al., 1993) and moving
(Gorea, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1987, 1991) sinusoidal
gratings. The difference is that the limit of spatial
integration for flickering spots increased with increasing
temporal frequency ( f ), as previously found by other
authors (Tulunay-Keesey, 1970; Noorlander et al.,
1980; Roufs & Bouma, 1980). For stationary gratings
Ac decreases with spatial frequency fs, being propor-
tional to f s2 (Howell & Hess, 1978; Rovamo et al.,
1993). Moreover, spatial integration of gratings is
known to be independent of temporal frequency
(Gorea, 1985).
Flicker sensitivity in strong external temporal noise
was independent of spot area at all temporal frequen-
cies. This is to be expected, since spatial integration
cannot improve the physical signal-to-noise ratio in
dominant temporal noise that is spatially uniform
(completely correlated across area). The logarithm of
the efficiency of the suboptimal matched filter decreased
as a linear function of log f, as previously reported by
Rovamo et al. (1996) and Rovamo et al. (1999). The
slope obtained here was 0.575, in good agreement
with our earlier estimates of 0.581 (Rovamo et al.,
1994) and 0.568 (Rovamo et al., 1998).
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Hemila¨, & Koskelainen, 1998)]. According to the six-
stage Poisson model (Baylor, Hodgkin, & Lamb, 1974;
Hood & Birch, 1993), corresponding to our equation of
R( f ), time constant t would be 8.6 and 6.8 ms, respec-
tively, and the cut-off frequencies 18.4 Hz for P-cells
and 23.3 Hz for M-cells.
It is most probable that detection of achromatic
temporal contrast (achromatic flicker) is mediated by
M-type ganglion cells (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982). Our
alternative mean estimates for the cut-off frequency of
R are 19.3 Hz (present calculation) and 26.7 Hz (earlier
calculation). The M-cell cut-off frequency lies exactly
between these values implying that the frequency-de-
pendence of spatial integration depends on both retinal
and central mechanisms.
There are several retinal mechanisms expected to
increase apparent spatial integration with increasing
flicker frequency, (i) the extension of the receptive field
at very high temporal frequencies is an inherent prop-
erty of the centre-surround-organised, difference-of-
Gaussians receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells
(Frishman, Freeman, Troy, Schweitzer-Tong, & En-
roth-Cugell, 1987; Donner & Hemila¨, 1996), (ii) enlarg-
ing a flickering target will activate successively more
peripheral parts of the fovea, known to have a better
high-frequency response than the centralmost part; (iii)
larger targets are liable to recruit larger retinal ganglion
cells, which may have a better high-frequency response
than smaller cells (Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984). The
explanatory power of (i) and (iii) is limited by the fact
that when Ac is as large as ca. 3 deg2, which is likely to
sum signals from several retinal ganglion cells (Kaplan
& Shapley, 1986). The weight of (ii) is limited by the
fairly modest eccentricity range covered by our stimuli.
On the basis of above, there remains plenty of room
for a change of the detector’s sampling window in the
brain as well. This is reflected in the apparent trade-off
of efficiency and spatial integration, which invites spec-
ulation on detector properties. Assume, for instance,
that the spatio-temporal integration capacity of the
detector is limited. In our experiments with constant
stimulus duration, the decrease in h might be due to
incomplete integration across more than one flicker
period (the number of periods obviously increasing with
increasing temporal frequency). In fact, the experimen-
tally observed relation is broadly consistent with bare
probability summation of single periods (Raninen &
Rovamo, 1995). On this line of thought, the compensa-
tory changes in h and Ac with increasing temporal
frequency would thus express a trade-off between tem-
poral and spatial integration.
5.2. Spatial integration of noise
The spectral density of spatiotemporal internal neu-
ral noise (Ni) was found to be 8.6106 deg2 s
whereas its temporal equivalent (Nit) has been reported
to be 1.1–6.2105 s (Rovamo et al., 1996, 1999).
When the products of N it0.5R were transformed to
N i0.5R, the temporal equivalents Nit1–6.2105 s
were found to correspond to Ni2.7–16106 deg2
s, in good agreement with the present estimate 8.6
106 deg2 s.
In the present study, Nit first decreased in inverse
proportion to spot area but the decrease ceased at Ac,
reflecting the limit of the spatial integration window.
Thus, for spatially homogeneous targets the increase of
both signal energy and external noise magnitude with
spot area show similar spatial integration properties
(see Eq. (A.17) in Appendix A). This is in agreement
with the finding of Kukkonen, Rovamo, & Melmoth
(1999) obtained with stationary gratings and one-di-
mensional spatial noise (see, however, Hemila¨, Lerber,
& Donner, 1998 for the more complex relations ex-
pected with spatio-temporal noise). The similar sam-
pling of signal and noise supports the idea of a genuine
window followed by a global suboptimal matched filter.
We propose that there are two levels limiting the spatial
integration of signal and noise. The first is retinal,
where integration is essentially limited by the synaptic
architecture of retinal ganglion cells. The second is
central, where there is a maximal extent for the tem-
plate formed to sample the input from retinal ganglion
cells.
5.3. Comparison of the present model with other
related models
There are two variants of linear amplification model
(LAM), namely the perceptual template model (PTM)
(Lu & Dasher, 1999) and the EAW (Eckstein, Ahu-
mada, & Watson, 1997) that are worth comparing with
the present model (Rovamo et al., 1993, 1996). All
these models are based on using signals embedded in
additive external noise filtered by template functions,
which in our case are low- and high-pass filters and
luminance normalisation. In the present model these
operations are followed by additive internal neural
noise and a suboptimal ideal detector (cf. Peli & Farell,
1999). However, in PTM the additive neural noise and
decision process are preceded by a non-linear trans-
ducer function and multiplicative noise that is a func-
tion of both signal and external noise whereas in EAW
there is decision uncertainty as a free parameter but no
transducer function while multiplicative noise depends
only on external noise. In principle, all three models are
equally capable of describing flicker data but the cur-
rent one is the simplest. However, in our data, contrasts
were not extremely high, which might explain (Lu &
Dasher, 1999) why the distinction between additive and
multiplicative noises was not necessary.
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6. Summary
Foveal flicker sensitivity functions (de Lange curves)
measured for a range of spot sizes in the absence and
presence of dominant external added white temporal
noise were well described by a model comprising, (i) the
low-pass filtering due to MTF of the retina (R), resem-
bling the MTF of photoreceptors; (ii) normalisation of
the temporal luminance distribution by average lumi-
nance; (iii) high-pass filtering proportional to temporal
frequency due to the MTF of postreceptoral neural
transmission (P); (iv) addition of internal white neural
noise (Ni); (v) sampling by a spatial window; and (vi)
detection by a suboptimal temporal matched filter.
R( f ) was modelled as [1 ( f:19.8)2]3. The magni-
tude of white internal neural spatiotemporal noise (Ni)
was found to be 8.6106 deg2 s. The detection
efficiency (h) of the suboptimal temporal matched filter
decreased with increasing temporal frequency as
0.133f 0.575 over the range 1–30 Hz. The critical area
(Ac) marking the saturation of spatial integration in-
creased with temporal frequency as 0.336f 0.575 over the
same frequency range. The goodness of the fit of the
model to the whole set of data was 89–92%.
Appendix A. Modelling of the effect of area in flicker
detection
Ideal flicker obser6er.
The contrast signal of our flickering spot is
s(x, y, t)ss(x, y)st(t)ss(x, y)cM cos(2pftf),
(A.1)
where x and y refer to horizontal and vertical distances
from the centre of the spot, ss(x, y)1 within the spot
with area A but equal to zero elsewhere, cM is the
Michelson contrast of the temporal modulation, f is
temporal frequency, t is time, and f is phase angle in
radians.
The mean response of a matched filter mediating
signal detection is
r
&&&
m(x, y, t)s(x, y, t)dx dy dt. (A.2)
As the matched filter is a copy of the signal that can
be expressed as the product of its spatial and temporal
components, we get
r
&&
ss2(x, y)dx dy
&
s t2(t)dt. (A.3)
As ss(x, y)1 within the area A, we get
rA
&
s t2(t)dtAc rms
2 tAEt, (A.4)
where crms is the rms contrast of the flickering signal
and Et is its temporal contrast energy.
The response of the matched filter to neural noise
ni(x, y, t) is
ri
&&&
m(x, y, t)ni(x, y, t)dx dy dt, (A.5)
As neural noise is considered to be white, it is
convenient to express the variance of the mean response
r in Fourier space:
s i2
&&&
NiM(u, 6, t)2du d6 dt
Ni
&&&
M(u, 6, t)2du d6 dt (A.6)
where Ni is the spectral density of white neural noise
and M(u,6, t) is the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the
template m(x, y, t). Eq. (A.6) means that response
variance is computed by integrating noise spectral den-
sity across spatiotemporal frequencies using M(u, 6,
t)2 as a weight. From the Rayleigh theorem of the
Fourier transform (see e.g. Bracewell, 1978) we know
that 			M(u, 6, t)2du d6 dt			m(x, y, t)2dx dy dt.
Thus, in analogy with Eqs. (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4) we
get
s i2NiAEt (A.7)
The response of the matched filter to external addi-
tive white temporal noise ne(x, y, t)nt(t) is
re
&&&
m(x, y, t)ne(x, y, t)dx dy dt. (A.8)
As both the matched filter and external noise can be
expressed as the products of their spatial and temporal
components, we get
re
&&
ms(x, y)ns(x, y)dx dy
&
mt(t)nt(t)dt, (A.9)
where both ms(x, y) and ne(x, y) are equal to unity
within area A. Thus, we get
reA
&
mt(t)nt(t)dt
&
[mt(t)A ]nt(t)dt (A.10)
As temporal noise is white, it is convenient to express
the variance of the mean response r in Fourier space:
s e2
&
NtMt(t)A 2dtNt& Mt(t)A 2dt, (A.11)
where Nt is the spectral density of white temporal
external noise, Mt(t)A  is the Fourier amplitude spec-
trum of the template Mt(t) multiplied by A. From the
Rayleigh theorem we know that 	Mt(t)A 2dt
	[mt(t)A ]2dt. Thus, as the matched filter is a copy of
signal, we get
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s e2Nt
&
s t2(t)A2dtNtA2Et, (A.12)
in analogy with Eq. (A.4).
The estimated signal-to-noise ratio squared is the
square of the mean response divided by its variance:
d %2
r2
s i2s e2
(A.13)
On the basis of the above
d %2
A2E t2
NiAEtNtA2Et

c
rms
2 t
(Ni:ANt)
. (A.14)
Human obser6er modelled as a suboptimal ideal
obser6er.
In our simple model of the human visual system the
sampling efficiency (h) of the matched filter is less than
one for an exposure time of 2 s (Rovamo et al., 1996)
and decreases with increasing stimulus area (Rovamo et
al., 1993) in proportion to (1A:Ac)1. This can be
taken into account by replacing time t by t %ht and
area A by A %A(1A:Ac)1 in Eq. (A.14). Thus, we
get
d %2
hEt
(Ni:[A(1A:Ac)1]Nt)
(A.15)
According to our simple model (Rovamo et al., 1996)
of the human visual system, temporal signals and noise
are low- and high-pass the modulation transfer func-
tions of the retina and subsequent neural visual path-
ways. To take this into account Et is replaced by
E t%R2P2Et and Nt by N t%R2P2Nt. Thus, we get
d %2
hR2P2Et
(NitR2P2Nt)
, (A.16)
where NitNi(1A:Ac):A. Eq. (A.16) can be readily
transformed to Eq. (1) by assuming that crms refers to
threshold contrast. In addition, by multiplying the
nominator and denominator of the right side of Eq.
(A.16) with A:(1A:Ac) the equation of transformed
to
d %2
hR2P2E(1A:Ac)1
(NiR2P2Ne(1A:Ac)1)
, (A.17)
where EEtA is the spatiotemporal contrast energy of
the signal and NeNtA is the spatiotemporal spectral
density of external noise. As Eq. (A.17) shows, the
increase of both signal energy and noise magnitude
with spot area is similarly limited by the spatial sam-
pling window.
Goodness of fit
The goodness of a fit of an equation to the data was
calculated in the following way:
GoF100
!
1k %
1
n
%
n
j1
(log Yjest log Yj)2
n0.5"
,
(A.18)
where Y refers to data and Yest to prediction. Logarith-
mic values are used, as data is plotted on a logarithmic
scale. The value of k % is 1 for contrast sensitivity but 0.5
for efficiency, as the latter is based on contrast squared.
The value of k is 0.5 also in Fig. 5B and C. If the
average error between log Y and log Yest is DY, then
GoF100[1k %abs(DY)]. For example if k %1 and
DY90.15, then Gof0.85, which appears to be the
lower limit for visually acceptable fit.
The reason for using GoF instead of r, the coefficient
of determination, is the following: for horizontal fits
based on average value (e.g. Figs. 1 and 5C) the ex-
plained variation and thus also the value of r are both
equal to zero while GoF still gives reasonable values.
There is also a simple relationship between r and GoF:
GoF100[1s(1r2)0.5] (A.19)
where s refers to the S.D. of logarithmic data values
(log Yj).
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